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DSSGMulls Constitution Change
by Wendy Gertler
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remained set at January 6 and 7.
It teaches them, and then
Before those days, it became
frustrates them. It's demanding
apparent to Dr. Florence Siegel,
and specific, and then vague and
Dean of Students and a nonuncertain. It teaches them the
voting member of the SEC, that
rules, but in. such a way that the
there were not enough candidates
only way to obey some rules is to
that met eligibility requirements
break others.
or the deadline for filing canThis rocky relationship exists . didacy forms. Without any
between the members of the Day
competition' for the six who did
Session Student Government
become candidates" the Special
(DSSG) and their Constitution.
Election was cancelled.
The SEC, after consulting with
The Constitution's weaknesses is
the only issue that everyone-the
Dean Siegel, decided to seat these
deans, and members of the
six candidates, because of the lack
DSSG's
Executive
Board,
of competition and the expenses
Council, a_nd Senate-agrees
that would be incurred for this
upon. The break in this unity,
"predetermined issue,"
acwhich began last semester, is over
cording to Mark Rosenbaum.
how the Constitution is inSharp disagreement within the
terpreted 'and implemented.
..... Co~cil ensued over whether or
The most recent events are ~ the six new Council members
better ~derstoOd in light of what 'should be seated and given voting
, has been going on all year:
rights. Dean ~ieg~l.. ~., some
-' in'
of ev~ year, the
Council members argued that it
DSSG holds its elections: When
would be unconstitutional to deny
all the Council positions are not
the six new members the vote,
filled, the Constitution calls for
while other members said that the
the Council to draw up a writ of constitutionality of the entire
election,
which establishes
Special Election was in question.
procedures for a Special Election.
As the' controversy continued,
It is then the duty of the Senate the Dean of Students office
Elections Committee, a subbecame aware of three members
committee of the Senate, to
currently on the Council whose
conduct the election.
grade point averages fell below
In December ~ the Senate
the 2.5 requirement. Once this
Elections Committee a subwas verified with the students,
committee of the Senate, to
Dean Siegel and Dean Ronald M.
conduct the election.
Aaron informed these Council
In December, the Senate members that they were no longer
Elections Committee (SEC) began
eligible for their positions .
. preparing the Special Election
On February 8, at the weekly
before the Council wrote out the
DSSG meeting, the Council came
procedures. Chairperson of the
to a decision, which was approved
SEC, Mark Rosenbaum, said,
on February 25: me six new
that the Council waited too long,
members would be allowed to
that the Constitution must .be
vote and the three current
followed, and that the seven open
members, with below a 2.5 index
Council positions must be filled.
would be allowed, to remain on
The Council criticized the the Council.
SEC's decision to move ahead,·
Dean Siegel questioned the
along with the Special Election constitutionality of allowing the
procedures followed by the SEC.
~ix membe~s something that was
At this point, there were no already theirs as members of the
specific Special Election Council, in return for bypassing
procedures; the Special Election an eligibility requirement".
was being conducted according to
"The provisional requirement
regular election procedures.
is clear. If 2.5 is too much, that's
The Council, as well as the one thing, but when they try tc fly
Executive Board, objected to the in the face of their own Conlack of time the SEC provided for stitution, it is clearl)' wrong,"
more people to decide to become said Dean Siegel.
.
candidates, and for the necessary
Council members ~xplained
campaigning that follows. Their
that impreachment is !uc}i a
numerous requests for' post- difflCUlt, harsh, and, in this case,
J;oning the election were denied.' unnecessary measure, that waivina
The dates for the Special Bleetion.
continwd. on]JGgI! 3. col. 1
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Dr. Ronald

Aaton: Assistant Dean of Students

Security
Scrutinized
.
.

by Michael Flanigan

The Question of protection for members of the -Baruch
College community was the topic for discussion at a meeting
of members of the Administration and representatives of
Student Government and Clubs, held on Thursday February
17, in the Globus Lounge.
The Dean of Students, Hank Wilson,' pointed out that the
meeting was called to appraise students of measures being
taken to improve security,' and to simultaneously ascenain
suggestions.
However, the most serious
Francis Connelly, Assistant
Dean of the School of Business
and Public Administration,
informed the members that
. "between seventy and eighty
thefts were carried out in a two
and one half week period during
December," . He also indicated,
that the majority of thefts and
assaults were carried out in the
building located at 360 Park
Avenue South,
./

incident of assault was mentioned
by Assistant Dean of Students,
Ron Aaron; an alleged assault em
a member of faculty was perpetrated ~'a couple of weeks
ago." During' this attack, a
weapon was pulled along with the
spraying of mace. Except for
robbery, "nothing more serious
happened. "
-Dean Wilson was emphatic in
stressing the r~cussions that

would have evolved had the incident resulted in any form of
bodily harm to the victim. The
main implication for students
would have been the closure of
the College for some period of
time. He stated that the Administration is accountable to the
facilities for the students, the
Board of Education, the City and
the State, "for the safety .of
students, while in attendance at
classes.
As a first step in addressing the
issue of improved security, David
Green, Vice-President for Ad. ministration, spoke about the
introduction of visible identification, which is presently
being considered.'
Under the suggested system, the
present student ID card would be
continU«l on page 13. col. 3
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Security: A Sticky Situation
For 'the past few weeks, the issue of security has caught the attention of the Baruch
community. Various horror stories about crime on the rampage through the school's halls
have been spreading through the school in the media and hearsay.
•
This is probably a very good thing. While there should be no cause for people to walk
through the school like they're in cornbat , there should be a good deal of concern ori the pan
of most students.
The changes in security have been evident. The addition of two assistant directors of
security have helped to supervise the guards in school
a continuous basis. These guards
have long been the object of criticism in the school, when students complained that they were
ineffectual or absent from most parts of the school. Hopefully. the new supervisors will help
to make these guards a more viable force around campus in keeping theft and injuries in
check .:
There are more changes in store, however. A plan that is in the works would have students
wear their identification cards on a clip, in plain sight so guards can see them when they enter
any of the school buildings, At first, many will not like the idea. Many people will see it as a
threat to their individuality: having to carry identification on them at all times.
While we agree that wearing the cards may be slightly degrading, we have to admit that
they do .have some use. Outsiders will be more easily recognized and won't have such easy
access to the school as they have had.
They could also serve as a reminder 'to the student body of the very real security problem
that we have in this school. Too often, students take for granted the belief that others can be
easily trusted. The cards can serve as a grim reminder that this is not true. It is up to the
students themselves to do something about security. The only people who are really going to
be able to protect the student body is the student body.
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Congratulations, Statesmen
Congratulations to Coach Julian Levine and the Baruch basketball team on a job well
done. Capturing their division title and advancing to the semifinals of the City University of
New York Basketball Tournament~the Statesmen should be applauded by the entire student
body at Baruch.
In a time when few students display, or have good reason to display, any sense of school
spirit, these young men exhibited the greatestform of school pride-a total commitment to
one goal and the success brought about through hard work and determination.
This sc11001 pride was spread and magnified throughout the college as the team continued
to win. Students began to exhibit this same attitude as they followed the team antt their
games.
, Perhaps that's the greatest compliment we can pay to the Baruch Statesmen. They
generated a special form of excitement ?s far as our life at Baruch is concerned. Something
that has been missing for a long time-a genuine sense of school pride.
Again congratulations!
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To The Editor, Ticker:

It is with great dismay that I
read your front page story. "new
Security Measures Planned." in
the February 20 issue. But. do not
misunderstand. It is not the
planned change that bothers me.
It is .the fact that there have been
several incidents of attempted and
actual .viole:tfCe here at Baruch
College within the last several
months (which Mr. Dillon refers
to in a rather obfuscating manner
as "a changing environment
around the school") that is the
primary cause for the new
planned measures.
What upsets me greatly is that
this institution -is apparently more
concerned with the student
reaction to a unilateral decision to
improve security than they are
with the actual safety of the
students and staff. There are
several incidents which lead me to
this conclusion and I present them
to you: (1) There was an attempted rape of a student at
knifepoint , (2) A staff member
was robbed by three men. at
gunpoint. As. they left. his eyes

were sprayed with what appeared
to be mace. (3) Neither of these
incidents were mentioned in your
article. though had they been, it
might have served to increase.
student approval of the new
measures than act as a fright
tactic. (4) In discussing ws
matter with three different areas
of the Baruch administration, I
was told quite clearly that absolutely nothing would be done
until there was sufficient faculty
and student "in-put." .
It seems to me that temporary
measures are better than no
measures; that student and staff
safety are more important than
reaction to safety measures. And
while I really do believe that there
should be student and staff input, I also think it a disgrace and
an unconscionable act (or nonact) of negligence that students
have apparently been kept poorly
informed of the facts and that
almost nothing has been done to
improve security since the last
incident some seven weeks ago!
Steven Kohn

Department of Natural Sciences

Circle K Announces
Annual Blood Drive
Dear Editor:
All Baruchians have a chance
and a right to save a human life .
. This is a privilege one can share
with other caring. conscientious
and humanitarian people.
The Baruch Spring ·81 Blood
Drive is being sponsored by Circle
K. in cooperation with the New
York Blood Services. The Drive
will be held on Tuesday, March
24. 1981 at the 24th. street
building in Room 114 from 10:304:00.

There is a great need for blood.
especially in New York Accident
victims, cancer patients, surgical
patients. hemophilacs and burn
victims all need blood. Presently.
only about two-thirds of the
blood that is needed is collected
here. The balance of the blood
must come from Europe. This
"Euro Blood" can be compared
to the oil situation. If the
Europeans ever decided to impose
a "Blood Embargo" we would be
in serious trouble. Meanwhile. we
must compete with Third World
Countries for the "Ero Blood"
currently available.
And
remember-There is no substitute
for blood:
Anyone between the ages of 17
and 65 may give blood if the
individual is in good health.
Many people are afraid to

donate blood because they are
afraid that it will hurt. If you're
one of these people take this test
Pinch yourself. That's how bad it
will hurt.
Some people have the fear of
the ··dreaded needle."
Don't worry about it. Before
you know it, the whole thing will
be over.
The benefits one receives for
giving blood are numerous. Every
donor has his or her blood
pressure checked. A donor also
receives a donor card telling what
blood type his blood is. If you've
-been wondering what blood type
you are. here's your chance to
find out.
After donating, many leave
with the feeling that they helped
someone live. And they have.
Remember-someone
.yo u
know-your bf.o..Lher. sister.
boyfriend. .girlfriends-crnother,
father or best friend; might need
blood one day-whether it be
tomorrow, next month. or next
year.· What happens if there isn "t
any blood for them???
Be thoughtful and generousgive blood on Tuesday, March 24,
1981 at the 24th street building
from 10:30-4:00.
Sincerely,
Fred Kress
°
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Carl Aylman: Activities Are More
Than Fun. and Games
by .veronica Szanto

"We have a reputation that weekly. It will be, as it always is,
activities is all fun andgames, and - a very busy Spring."
As the interview progressed, it
it is. And there's a lot of learning.
It is, in its truest sense, an ex- became clear that one of the
perimental learning laboratory outstanding hinder ances- to
where you can take anything student activities wasthe lack of
you've learned in a classroom funding available for activities,
about management techniques - clubs, and general maintainance
and working with people and of the student center building.
apply it," stated Carl Aylman,
Another major problem is the
director of student activities.
lack of space that the College has.
In addition to being Baruch's "Our student center was never
director of student activities, Mr. designed to be a student center. It
Aylman is also director of the was a children's courthouse which
student center. In the three years got modified. It's not functional
he .- has been -at Baruch, Mr. - in the sense that we have easy
Aylman's responsibilities have ability to convert how we use the
. ~rown tremendously. These space. Walls don't fold away."
duties include everything from
When discussing student fees
supervision of the student center and their inability to cover the
bulding to decision-making about present cost of student activities,
student center policies.
Mr. Aylman stated, "We haven't
When asked what was in store had a fee increase in this school in
for the semester ahead, Mr. 13 years. In the Student Center,
Aylman replied, "Spring is every time we re-order supplies
always a busy season here. We they go up. Every time we have a
have the Street Fair coming up labor negotiation contract with
May 7th. We're trying to put our cleaning staff, which is union,
together a career conference with they get an increase. It's foolish
a lot of our career clubs for April to believe that for ever we can live
9th. We're trying to sponsor a on a $25.50 fee."
club bowling tournament in the
"What's worse now is that the
en-d of March. We have a Talent Student Center used to have a
Show/Gong show that Club New $15.00 portion of that fee. As of....
York is trying to organize. Those September, that portion will now
are some of. the major projects. drop to $11.00, and that's below
Also, w£.pave approximately 130 the operating level of this
programs run by the Student building."
Center Program Board, including
When he was asked how much
the movies, coffee houses, and of a student fee increase was
. comedy hours that are given necessary to keep the .student

center from operating at a deficit
level, Mr. Aylman replied, "At
this point, I think about $5.00.
Youdon 't really need more than afew dollars to balance out
everything. Since we're getting
$25.50 now, 'probably - $30.50
would buy us about four years
worth of maintainance of the
Student Center and student activitiies without any problem."
Mr. Aylman was enthusiastic
about student involvement,
claiming that, "1 think we have
more people involved now than a
couple of years ago. I've' been
impressed with the growth of
involvrnent. I've seen a lot more
people in clubs, newspapers,
yearbook staffs, things like that,
so I'm very optimistic in that
sense. There's a snowball effect.
The more things that go on, the
more things people want to get
involved in. They get involved
and they bring other people in
with them. I think that's good.
The bad situation is when you're'
a t a low ebb. We're not at a low
ebb in here. I think we have a very
sizeable program and a lot of
people involved and I think it
adds something to their
education. It gives them a little
more meaning. "

Carl Aylman, Director of Student Actlvities. (Photo by James Yu)
.

. LibraryThleves Caught

"I marvel that we would even
have
to tell students about
Two groups of non-students
safety," stated Mr. Iberson.
were apprehended by security
Mr. OiIJon then stated that the
forces tor committing several
need
for ,aution is great; 'and
thefts in Barucll'slibrary and -.
while tile talk of implementing an'
other buildings, during-the
1.0. system for a11 students is in
summer and early fall of ]980.
the
planning stages, more careful
The thefts which occurred
measures must be undertaken.
approximately once every day for
"These measures must be
two weeks were reponed on both
building concluded Mr. Aylman.
by Jeanette B. Rodriguez
carried out by not only security
the sixth and seventh floors of the
The speaker, worth $1,000, was
The beginning of the Spring
but the student body as well. Said
library by both students .and
semester started off with a bad used to broadcast WBMB shows,
Mr , Lee, assistant director of the
faculty members.
nose for the college radio station, from the basement of the 360
library, who also pointed out that
Security, upon learning of the
WBMB, when their speaker building. It will probably be
students are --especiaIlyirusling-6f
incidents- from its weekly review
mysteriously disappeared from its replaced either by WBMB or the
each other and tend to leave
of crime reports, responded by
position in the Marble Lounge in combination of WBMB and the
personal property unattended.
placing undercover investigators
Student Center, but it may not be
the Student Center.
in selected areas of the college. A
The peculiar facts are that the of the same quality.
definitive
pattern of the thieves
As for WBMB, Liz DeVitor,
speaker was chained to hooks on
was soon discovered which led to
the wall 14 feet in the air and who is the chief engineer, asked
the subsequent arrest of the two
weighed So-loo pounds. Carl the question, "How could they do
groups of non-students who were
Aylman, director of' Student that?!" She feels that when inoeprating independently of each
Activities, stated that it was cidents such as this theft occur, it
other.
reported missing on Monday indicates how little people care
The two teams, consisting of
morning, February 2. He also for school property. When
male and fernalevrobbed students
said that there was no sign of training new members, she
of their purses and wallets.
forced entry a n y w h e r e . emphasizes --the importance of
Females were generally victimized .
-Everything appeared to be safeguarding the equipment as if
more than males.
normal, even the doors were it was their own.
"It is because of the fact that
"We're here for you," said
locked. Since .the Student Center
no I.D.'s are generally worn by
is connected to the 23rd Street Miss DeVitor. "We try our best
students, at Baruch, that the four
building, there are numerous to be on theair. We work hard to
criminals gained easy access to the
ways one can get access to this bring you shows and feel bad
buildings," said Chief Security
we_
can't
be_heard."
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _when
___
__
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ Director, Dillon.
by Ingrid Fergusson

Speaker Stolen

..

DSSG ConstitiJtion
Continued from page 1
the2.S requirement was the better
of two bad choices.
"For an effective student
government, we bent the.rules.
We want to do this to benefit
Baruch students-there's nothing
political in this, " said Alvin
Fletcber, Council member also on
the By-Laws Committee, wbich-is

currently working to amend the
Constitution.
Should no one raise any objections to the Senate, nongovernment-involved students
included, the decision will stand
as it is. Rita Somarriba, Chairperson of the Council, said that
all Co~ciI members are pleased
with the decision.

They were not detected by
security's cameras since the
primary areas of coverage are the
exits and not designated sections
of the library .
Mr. Dillon and the Chief of the
library, Mr. Ibersonare both
concerned over the problems 'of
safety.
"Baruch is - faced with a
security problem because .both
students and facultY are unaware'
of the problems of safety," said

Mr. Dillon.

He advises students to carry
purses at all times for their own
protection.' "People frequently
leave books and hand~gs at
,desks- while doing - research 'or
zeroxing. Cautron and good
common sense should be applied
at all times," he stated.
Mr. Dillon stressed that while
the thefts have diminished
considerably in the recent
months, the burden of safety
cannot be carried out by security
alone. Students must take- greater
interest for their own safety in
their surroundings.
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this college ring sale had to be perfect fo
were difficult. "Never ate vegetables," she said. "
. 9 for you was a tough assignment.
•
gh as ou.r tC?ughest customer. 0.ur rings are custo -'(
ed by a lifetime warranty:·
k\
on our Siladium(S rings (now only S84.95). And if
about a college ring, we can make your decision ea .
get a terrific deal when you trade in your ·fOK
h'

gala

se from "dozens ~tyles. We've got something for the
.
.
. student. Even
nk us. Thank your
ther.
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Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday
March 9,10,11,1981

ation:

23rd Street Lobby
10:00 - 3:00

H&RBLOCK
Baruch. College Student representative of H&R
Block will give students of Baruch a 20010
DISCOUNT on preparation of Income Tax. For
appointment Call 429-6070 between 5 p.m. to 9
p.m. Monday thru Friday. Ask for Joseph
DiMaria.

Thursday, March 13, 1981
12-2 p.m.
Professor Harrison, the Director
of the ClJ~Y Graduate Program
will
be
speaking
on:
"Qualifications for Graduate
School as well as Graduate
Programs". I t will be held at 315
Park Avenue South .. Room 1003,
Conference Room ..
Education Society

)

Anyone having difficulty with Josten's
ring products, please call Richie at Student
Government. 725-3377.
.

Meeting: CUNY BAiBS Program Thursday, March 19, 122:00 P.M., 315 PAS Room 1003. Present will be Dr. Aoyd L.
Moreland, Academic Director and Ms. Elaine Egues, Administrative Director of the Program to discuss the program
and answer any questions you may have about it.

Thursday, March 12. 1981

THE

JEWISH

YOUTH
JE\VISH
-COUNCI~ & HILLEL
Present
A PRE-PURIM CHAGIGA
in the
GLOBUS LOUNGE
17th FLOOR
360 P.A.S.
MARCH 17th 1981
4:30-7:30 PM
BRING
ALL
YOUR
FRIENDS!!!
~OVEMENT. THE

The Apple Tree Cast
The Speech and Music
Departmen.», III conjunction
with Stagewise and Theatron,
are pleased to announce the
cast list for The App!~ Tree
which IS scheduled to be
performed on Thursday, April
9th, Friday, April lOtll,· and
Saturday, April 11 tho More
than forty students tried out
during the three days of
auditions. Mimi 0' Aponte,
Director, and Cathy Beaver,
Music Director are delighted
with the talent whichthe turnout produced. The App'e Tree
consists of three one-act
musicals: "Diary of Adam
and Eve," "The Lady and the
Tiger, " and ••Passionelia. "
Cast for The Apple 1,..~~
Narrator
Todd Slater
"DiaJ1" of Adam and h'e"
Adam'
Joe Scerri

Eve

Maria Mazzuckis
"The Lad) and the Tiger"
Barbara
Lystra Alexander
Sanjar
Barry Scoff
King
Alex Plummer
Nadjira
Pat Murphy
Guard
Adam Heilman
••Passionella.,
Ella/
Pam ,Pertgen
Passionella
Flip
Peter Barricella
Producer
Adam Heilman
Employer/
John Minore
. Director
Reporter
Pam Brown
Cho-rus

(All

principals will double In
chorus)
Pam Brown. George Bridges,
Natalie Bruno, Richard Enriquez,
Lynn Cervo, Adam Heilman,
Mauro Lolli, ~ elissa Ramirez,
John Minore, Leonard Williams,
Arvella Tucker, Barry Scoff,
Paris Welch.

.
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Professor Howard
"Remembers .Harlem"
~y Lori DiDomenico
Harlem has housed and nurtured people from six or seven
different ethnic backgrounds"
and "changed people's lives in a
very positive way, to according to
Juanita Howard, Professor of
Sociology at Baruch College and
Associate Producer of "1
Remember Harlem."
"I Remember Harlem," a
four-part documentary recently
broadcast over PBS stations
nationally. was a special tribute to
the Harlem community in New
York from the year 1600 to 1980.
Presented in the film were interviews with people represent at ive
of
the
community
discussing such themes as The
Depression Years, the blizzard of
1888, Civil Rights Movements.
gangs. crime. sports and the
theatre.
In f977, Professor Howard met
William Miles., director and
producer of a documentary called
"Men of Bronze." Impressed by
his work on the film, she expressed interest in working on ··1
Remember Harlem" with him.
Production began in May, 1978.
Funding for the 9O-minute
, r documentary was granted
bv the
. ;
.:l {;",rV Laboratory for Independent
Films. Additional funding was

.~.

awarded in January, 1980 by the
--' PBS station managers when the
. realization occurred that more
time was needed to do the indepth
study desired of the community.
The culmination was a four-hour
documentary.
"I Remember Harlem" starts
with the early.development of the
Harlem community when the
neighborhood was composed of
prominent white families from
Dutch. Finnish, Jewish, English
and Italian ancestry. The immigration of blacks into Harlem
in the 1920's was slow because
there were very few families that
had enough money to live in the
area. Harlem took on an environmental change in the 1950's
when an abundance of black and
hispanic families came to New
York from foreign countries
seeking freedom and opportunity.
According
to
Professor
Howard, one of the aims of "I
Remember Harlem" was so
"people would feel the sense of
community that has existed and
does still exist in spite of the kinds
of circumstances that had to be
dealt with." To accomplish this.
there is film
footage of
Harlemites in jubilation over the
end of World War II after' expressing a dramatic sense of
C

~

patriotism for their country.
Another scene shows the
renowned author, James Baldwin,
remembering
how
Harlemites responded to the
success of boxing champion Joe
Louis, who also emerged from the
streets of Harlem: Lester "Scat."
Wilson. talks vividly about how
Harlem helped launch the careers
of famous theatrical and musical
performers, and how The Apollo
Theatre saw such talents as Count
Basie, Ella Fitzgerald and Nat
King Cole.
Pictures and accounts of the
work Adam Clayton Powell Jr.
did for the community as the first
black city councilman were expressed, as well as discussion into
what it was like being black in
America.
"I Remember Harlem" was
completed in December, 1980 and
aired this past February. Reruns
are
also
being
presented
frequently
over
additional
television stations. Production of
the film involved contacting
people and traveling to interview:
them. Once the film had been
completed, Professor Howard
and the crew had input into
viewing, editing and reviewing it.
Professor Howard was additionally pleased with the
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Professor Juanita Howard (Photo by James Yu)
participation of those who were
interviewed. Many contributed
photographs and· documents in
addition to opening up ·to their
feelings about Harlem. Exhibits

from New York and Washington
D.C. museums and institutes were
used as well as newsreels and
newspapers.
.>

Curtis Sliwa & The Guardian Angels
by Debbie Jurek

Many Baruch students rely on
the New York City subway system
to get to and from school. The
high crime rate riding the trains
subsequently concerns them. For
the past two years, a certain
group of New Yorkers have also
shown concern, arid have gone
one step beyond. They band
together and. patrol the trains.
carrying no weapons yet making
citizen's arrests. They are the
Guardian Angels, 'and at the
moment they are the most controversial news-makers of the
city.
The transit police refuse to
recognize them. and would like to
see
the Guardian
Angles
disbanded. Mayor Koch is
playing it safe by not commenting
on the issue. While the people of
New York have mixed feelings
toward the group, from praising
the Guardian
Angels
for
providing safety to doubting their
sincerity. Who are these Guardian
Angels. and what do they really
want?
An interview with Curtis Sliwa.
founder and leader of the
Guardian Angels. on Thursday.
February 19 while riding the LL- .
Canarsie line. shed some interesting light on this controversial group. Sliwa is a quiet
man in his early thirties. When I
interviewed him, he was modest
and soft-spoken. indeed skirting
any Personal questions. However.
when the conversation centered
on the Guardian Angels, he
became Lanimated and enthusiastic.
As of the time of this article.

William McKecknie, leader of the
PBA. has still refused to meet
.with the . Guardian .Angels'
consequently they are still on
protest at 299 Broadway. Eight of
the Guardian Angels have
vol unteered to take part ina
hunger strike until a solution is
reached. A group consisting of
clergymen. rabbis and other
religious leaders have tried to
speak with McKecknie to get him
to meet the group. but the PBA
chief has refused even them.
The Guardian Angels are
strictly a volunteer group,
operating independently of
Government aid or regulation.
When asked if the group might
change their policy towards
Government, Sliwa was adament
in his refusal. "Because, then it
would become ineffective like the
Auxiliary cops. The police
department puts too much
restrictions on them." If the
government ever was to interfere
with the Guardian Angels. one
would see . 'twenty angels
stationed together at quiet stops.
far away from the high crime
areas! •.
To become a Guardian Angel,
one needs a personal recommendation from another Angel.
The recommendation is a very
serious and highly important
matter because ··the Guadian
Angel is putting his beret and
shin on the Line." (The beret and
shin are the most treasured arid
valued articles symbolizing group
membership to the exclusive
group), This system of personal
recommendation keeps the group
selective. and· explains their

geographical growth.
The group leaders play the
most' important role in the
Guardian Angels' Safety Patrol.
They are the ones who form the
routes for their patrols. provide
motivation and organization as in
attendance-taking. The group
leaders delegate authority, and
make thorough drug and' weapon
checks. Sliwa is quick to emphasize thas- "every angel is
physically checked before going
on patrol. .,
Of the original thirteen, onlv.
eight members remain; two went
away to school. two joined the
military, while one quit. Today
there are fifty-nine separate
patrols. Only 40 010 are patrolling

-

.

b~'

the subway as opposed to 950',70
pressure will force McKecknie
when the group first formed. The
"to sit." "He's (McKecknie) "
remaining 60070 are out patrolling
instigating the okay for
the streets, buses, 42nd St., the
harassment of the angels." Sliwa
ferry or as Sliwa puts it, . adds that •'the Guardian Angels
.. Anywhere and everywhere the
have no gripes with the transit
'public is. "
police," believing they are only
acting as a result of McKecknie's
On an ending note, I asked
influence.
Sliwa what will happen if the
In closing. Sliwa says the future
PBA still refuses [0 meet with the
of the Guardian Angels all
Angels. What will be the fate of
depends on the people. ., If the
the organization? Sliwa said he
people want us disbanded, it will
doesn't like to take things "rnore
be
accomplished tomorrow. "
than one day at a time." But he
With a slight smile, Sliwa condoes add that the group proposes
fides that they're hoping the
to petition the people of New
outcome will bean overwhelming
York for a vote of confidence to
majority to keep the Guardian
prove to McKecknie that the
Angels patrolling against crime.
Guardian Angels aren't a '·'media
hype." Sliwa hopes that public

RoW. Gottlieb

Of all my thrilling adventures, I
would have to say that getting my
braces ran second on my list. My
number onebiggie, if you're at all
interested, was shaving my legs
for the first time. How could I
forget? I still have the scars.
About three years. ago, when I
first visited this wild-eyed, drillhappy maniac called an orthodontist. he told me that if I
didn't get braces. 1 would develop

a bite like a rat. The words kept
echoing in my brain. "RAT
BITE... "RAT BITE. ,.
Due to my' warped sense of
humor. I pictured myself" in
school, with this bite, along with
two big. black. round ears. a
round button nose and a tail, with
all the kids' around me, singing
"M-I-C-K-E- Y" ... , and so.
forth.
The one thing thar.l .liked about.

my orthodontist was (hat he was
so reassuring. After he looked in
my mouth, he gasped. and fell
back, clutching at his heart.
So for two years, I wore braces,
and withstood the cute names my
friends called me, which we won't
go into.
I'll never forget the day I first
got rid of some of my braces. You
. would think that I would be
exhilarated, right? Wrong: I was
terrified. I think it was how he
phrased it that frightened me.
After all, wouldn't you be scared
when a man looks down at you
and says, "Tm going to remove
your tops?"
But now. I· have all my braces
off. Was it really' worth aJlthe
trouble? Of course it was wonh
it. ~y teeth are perfect, my bite is
perfect. and you can hardly see
- where the ears-and-tail were'..• '.•.
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MANAGEMENT
.EXPERIENCE

• WANT TO GA IN MANAGER IAt. PnD LEADERSHI P EXPER IENCE ?
~

WANT TO GIVE

DO YOU

-

FUTl..RE A I-£AD START?

• WANT TO LEARN 1l-tE ESSENCE OF INTERPERSONAL
~ICATICf'4 SKILLS ?

S3.,ClD

• WANT TO EARN

IN TIE NEXT

2 YEARS?

ATTEND A ro OBLIGATION. PAID '(S500> J SIX WEEK BASIC
CAI'P AT FORT KNOX., KENTl.CKY llilS Sl..M"£R

YOU CAN

• BE ELIGIBLE
• EARN THE

F~

A FU...L

S~SHIP

COMMISSION OF AN ARMY OFFICER IN

ARE A RJlL -T I/'E STUDENT AND HAVE AT LEAST
OF COLLEGE REMAJ N1r«;
HAVE A 2.0 ~ BEilER GRADE POINT AVERAGE

IF YOU

2 YEARS
2

YEARS

ARE IN EXCELLENT HEALTH

ARE A U.S. CITIZEN
ARE LESS 1'HAN
,-

28

YEARS OLD -

-

""

FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL
THE POLYTECHNIC INSTITUTE OF N.Y •
.....OFFICERS EDUCATION PROGRAM
(212)

e~3·2105

ProduCed by Bob James. Joe Jorqensen and ~er PaJ. Talent [)tector: Peter Pati 12 72/898-3027. .c 7981 CBS Inc.
'Tappan lee: ~ iYe trademarks of Tappan Zee Records Inc. D!strtlUed bvCoUnbla Records. ·Cotinbla-1S a trademark of CBSIn<

Available at Crazy Eddie's Record Asylums

•••••••••••••••••
••
••
••
••
•

•

•
•
•

If YOU are worried abOut weight gain, nausea, Irritability, or
Just feeling "bla"" WE HAVE GOOD NEWS FOR YOU: WIth
~LL- . . . . . . a product Of the latest research, YOU can now
enjoy the benefits Of the bIrth control PIli withOut the
nazares Of, "mlno,..· Side effects. ~L& . . . . . . . with all
natural Ingredients, was especially created for your uniQue
needs. .-ILL
IS TESTED AND SAFE. 1 montns supply
Of.-eLL
$9.95 pre-pald.. MOney baCk guarantee, Of
course. Play It safe. order your PILL ...... today.

•

•

METAGENE, INC.

•

•

•
•

•

••••••_._••••••_•.:.•••ORDER TODAY ._..................... •
•
•
•

•

1 month's supply of PILL MATE $ 9.95
2 month's supply of PILL MATE $18.95
3 month's supply of PILL MATE $27.95

•
•

ENCLOSED IS MY CHECK ( )
MONEY ORDER (
For $9,95
$18.95 $27.95
CIRCLE ONE.
PlfI;

•
•

•

NAME

•

•

SAVE WITH

ADDRESS

Armory Tennis
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
fhursday
Friday

•

CITY

STATE

• • • MAIL TO:

ZlP

METAGENE, INC.

_

114 Fifth Avenue
New York, N.Y. 10011

•

••••••••••••••••
•

Spring 1981 Pool Schedule
Monday
3:25-5:00
Tuesday
7:30AM-9:00AM,
12:00-1 :00. 4:00-5 :45
3:25-5:45PM
Wednesday
7:30-9:00AM,
Thursday
12:oo-6:00PM
4:oo-5:30PM
Friday

•

YES, PLEASE RUSH ME • . . . .

•

Pick a
Winner
In
Israel

•

1822 FUntshire Orlando, FL 32805

• I""" I

•

Tentative
Free
Recreation
Facilities Schedule
Spring 1981

...-.

1822 Flintshire Orlando, FL 32805 •

Large Gynasium
Thursday
II :45-2:00
Friday
12:00-3:00

(212)~1338

ffeDus
youwant-.

YourArtCarved representative will be on campus soon to show you the
latest in class ring designs. Wrth dozens of stylesto choose ~om, YOU'll be proud to select
your one-of-a-kind design. Just tell us what you want And be on the
lookout for posters on campus to get you where you want.

TIME: 10:00-3:00
March 9, 10, 11, 1981
Date: (Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday)
Location: 23rd St. Lobby

1:00-3:00
1:45-3:00
II :00-3:00
11:15-3:00
II :00-3:00

~GD

~

~~_

,,3"

JlJnrARVED
'I\(JLASSRINGS INC
I

~

Weight Rooms and
Rooms
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday

Stretching
2: 10-5:00
12:45-5:00
2: 10-5:00
II :50-5:00
12:00-5 :()()

Table Tennis
Monday
2: 10-5:00
Tuesday
12:45-5:00
Wednesday
2: 10-5:00
Thursday
'11 :50-:5:00
Friday
}2:~S:()()
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Better Resumes
by Carol Andersen

Mr. Edward J. Rogers, VP and
Director of Personnel atNW
Ayer ABH International, a major
advertising agency, will be
presenting a unique slide
collection demonstrating innovative and effective approaches
to resunie writing on Thursday,
March 19th " from 12-2 p.m. in
room 826, 26th Street Building.
Mr. Rogers has developed a
strong interest in the specific
techniques and psychological
factors involved in the process of
hunting for entry-level positions
and has spoken on this subjectt at
a number of colleges across the
country.
This presentation will be
beneficial to BBA's as well as
MBA's who are interested In
getting a job in the communications field. Advertising,
Journalism,
Graphics, and
Liberal Arts majors should all
plan to attend for insight into
resume writing and job-hunting

Published
Monday, March 9

The main goal of Circle K is to
provide college students with the
means to actively help others by
performing service projects.
The Circle K motto is "We
Build" and this is exactly what
students do through service
projects, social events, conventions and by meeting other
Circle K'ers.
The Circle K Club at Baruch
has been quite active in the past.
During the. '80 Fall Semester,
Circle K'ers coordinated the
Blood Drive. Circle K'ers could

-Alman .
by rag

Individuals are not the only
the Senate Elections Committee
for the election. Meanwhile,
ones who commit crimes, innothing (at least in terms of their
stitutions do as well, The recently
relative functions) got done other
past Special Elections for new
than a lot of informal bickering
members of the D.S.S.G.'s
with little formal action to follow.
Student Council was in one word,
So, when the "Special Election"
criminal. Yet, none of the persons
was over, the Executive Branch in
directly involved are solely to be
conjunction with their fraction of
blamed. Only an attitude of sheer
the Student Council appealed to
.apathy (such as the one that
the Student Elections Review
prevails throughout the Student
population of Baruch) could
Committee.
Here things came to a head.
provide a situation where such an
The executives cited several
event is allowed to occur; the
violations of election procedures
election of six uncontested
. including: starting election
candidates.
procedures without proper
There were three other apauthorization; not allowing the
plicants for tr.e Council's
prescribed time period for
vacancies, but they were declared
candidacy .' application;
ineligible by the Senate Elections
inadequate 'advertising; and not
Committee because they applied
providing prescribed election
one day late. This was the start of
accommodations (the constitution
Student Government's' second
states that three places should
dispersion. As the election went
have been provided, not two).
on, two sides formed: aportion
However ~ it was argued by the
of the Student Council siding with
Senate' Elections Committee that
the Executive Branch against the
these guidelines are made only in
election; and another portion of
reference to the ~ay Elections,
the Student Council siding with

Film:"E::;cape from
Alcatraz" S.C.P.B.

Oak Lounge
Student Center

Conc~rt:StreetMasters

S.C.P.B.

Oak Lounge
Student Cent~r

GUltar Workshop
S.C.P.B.

Oak Lounge
Student Center

Arnis:Martial Arts
S.C.P.B.

Oak.Lounge
Student Center

10: 00 - 12: 05 pm

Music for a While
Department of Music

12th Fl.
23rd St.

12: 30

Lecture:Salt Syndrome
S.C.P.B.

Oak Lounge
Student Center

2: 30 - 4: 00 pm

Spin-Art
S.C.P.B.

Marble Lounge
Student Center

4: 00 pm

Meeting
S.C.P.B.

Rm. 302
Student Center

March 10. 1981
1:

30 pm

12:30 pm

5: 30

.,. 7: 30 pm

Wednesday. March 11! 1981

-t

,

1: 30 pm

Thursday, March 12, 1981

also be seen in December when
they ran their 1st Annual Toy
Drive for the children at Bellevue
Hospital. Club members were
also involved in the Channel 13
Tele-a-thon.
_ Projects for the '81 Fan
Semester include: aiding in a 24
Hour Dance Marathon for MDA,
Spring '81 Blood Drive, participation in the Baruch College
Fund Phon-a-then, and attending
the CircleK Convention at
Binghamton, N. Y. Presently in
the works is a project for
Covenant House.

PROGRESSWE'
PROSPECT/lIES
e

5: 30 pm

11:30

Circle K
by Frederick Kress

Oak Lounge
Student Center

12: 30

,

i

Com~dy Hour
S.C.P.B.

I

,.

bY1981
the Off'1Ce of Student Activities

12: 30 - 1: 30 pm

Tuesday

, .......

Baruch
College

at

techniques. Mr. Rogers is willing
to answer any questions you may
have in a Question & Answer
session following the slide
presentation.
Mr. Rogers has been published
widely, including " Advertising
Age," the "Journal of Advertising," "Personnel Journal,"
and the " Journal of College
Placement." Hls. forthcoming
book, "Getting Hired," will be
published by Prentice-Hall in
Fall, 1981. Heis the recipient of
the 1979 Dr. Alva Cooper Award,
granted by the Metropolitan New
York College Placement Officers'
Association, for an extensive
project relating to career
development and placement. Mr.
Rogers has a special affinity for
both students and his subject, as
he recently completed his M.S. in
Education, (Counseling) at
Fordham University.
Don't miss this special event
sponsored by the Advertising
Society.

..i.

12:00

-

2:00 pm

Speaker:Promotions
Advertising Society

Hm. 826
26th St.

12:00

-

2:00 pm

Dating Game
Class of 1984

4 North
23rd St.

12:00

-

2:00 pm

Panel Discussion
Management Society

Oak Lounge
Student Center

12:00

- 3:00 pm

Annual Championship
Chess Club

Hm. 302
Student Center

12: 00 -: 4 :00 pm

Graduate School
.
Admissions: Education
Society

Hm. 1003
315 P.A.~.

5:30 pm

Film: "Superman"
S.. C.P.B.

Oak Lounge
Student Center

Friday, March '13, 1981
1:00 & 3

:00 pm

Film: "Superman

II

~.C.P.B.

3:()() -

8: 00 pm

6:()0 - 8:00 pm

--Rm. 114
Student Center

Audt1on:Talent SbowOak Lounge
Club New York
Student Center
Business Meeting
Sigma Alpha Delta

Hm. 302
Student Center
t

!

and although the Constitution
may mention when Special
Elections are needed (as was the
case with seven seats open) it gives
no
procedures for
them.
Therefore, they by the power
vested in them by the Constitution, can make up procedures
as they deem necessary. Both
parties are technically right in
their own respect. Yet the outcome is that the sixin question are
now on the Council as full-bodied
members. However the crucial
question lies in how these two
very differentiated opinions ever
arose.
Well, after reading the
D.S.S.G.'s Constitution the only
comparison' that can be made to
its loopholes is a slice of swiss
cheese. Ambiguity, sketchyness,
and non-thoroughness can be seen
throughout its body. Yet, it would
take 75010 of Baruch's 4,000 plus
population in voting participation
to make amendments. Meaning,
this issue depends upon the
caliber of particpation by Baruch
Students.
Whether or·not this is good is
very questionable. In the-past, the
student body has shown the getup-and-go of a corpse. holding
their attention is an even harder
task, as some playdo-brains out
there do not understand that they
must participate for things to run
effectively. True, right now there

are many things wrong with
D.S.S.G., but that's no excuse for
anybody to sit and criticize. What
is needed is useful feedback, if
not input. If you don't like
something that's being done,
corne up to the Student Government Office in the Student Center
in room 409 and SPEAK UP!!!
Malee WRITIEN suggestions.
Give whatever INPUT possible.

The fact that the majority of you
students elect someone to an
official office, does not mean
they kn~w 'everything. They are
students just like you. Their
function is to enact your desires
into the Baruch institution, but
they cannot do it alone. They
need your constructive commur~lcation and not blatant
criticism.

Juanita Howard'

Continued from Page S~ column 5

During the 2 Y2 years. of
production, Professor Howard
continued teaching. and being
faculty advisor to two clubs. She
found her work enjoyable,
educational and expressed a
desire to do more like it in the
future. Her teaching of black
history, the media and urban
planning, as well as her counseling background enabled her to
.successfully fulfill her job as
Associate Producer of HI

Remember Harlem. "
Professor Howard
was
honored with a reception on
February 17 by the President of
Baruch College. She has received
degrees from Brooklyn College,
Columbia
and
Fordham
University, Says
Professor
Howard, "I would say I am a
New Yorker and a Harlemite
since I was three years old to the
present. I still live there. "

SPECIAL POETRY CONTEST
A. $1,000 grand prize will be
awarded in the Special Poetry
Competition sponsoredby World
of Poetry, a quarterly newsletter
for poets.
Poems of all styles and on any
subject are eligible to compete for
the grand prize or for 49 other
cash or merchandise awards,

totaling over $10,000.00
Says Contestchairman, Joseph
Mellon, .eWe are encouraging
poetic talent of every kind, and
expect our contest to produce
. exciting discoveries."
Rules 'and official entry forms
are available from the World of
Poetry, 2431 Stockton, Dept. N,
Sacramento, Califomia 95817.

,. : ..... ~ ..;." .. rv:

,.-...

Marcil " 1911

Date:

Manday, Tuesday, Wednesday
March 9, 10, 11, 1981

Place:

Deposit Required. MasterCard or Visa accepted.

PRELIMINARY PROCEDURES
FOR D.S.S.G. ELECTIONS, SPRING 1981
(Subject to Approval of Student Elections Review Committee)

1) Elections will take place during the first week in May, using voting
machines....
2) Deadline for declaration of candidacy is March 30, 1981, at 4:00
p.m. through the office of the Dean of Students.

Procedures available at:
-Student Activities Office, Room 104, Student Center
-Student Activities Office, Room 527, 46 East 26th Street
-Dean of Students Office, Room 1702, 360 P .A.S.

23rd St. Lobby
10:00 - 3:00
©1981.ArtCarved Class Rings, Inc.

Circle K Blood Drive
Tuesday
March 24th
Room 114

10:30-4:00
jed··~

Marcb 6, 1981

Ticker
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Beta Gamma Sigma Application
Professor Leonard Lakin,
President of the Baruch College
Chapter of Beta Gamma Sigma
and Chairman of the Law
.Department, has announced that
.elections to the National Business
Honor Society will be held this
semester.
Applications
for
. membership will be considered
from Upper Juniors, Lower
Seniors and Upper Seniors (Day

and Evening), as well as graduate
s i t i es .
The
eligibility
students. who are majoring in
requirements, which include
business and meet the eligibility' superior scholarship, integrity,
requirements set forth below. The
character and promi se of
deadline for submitting approfessional development,
plications is March 20.
parallel those for election to PhI
Election to Beta Gamma Sigma' Beta Kappa In liberal· arts
is nationally recognized as the
colleges.
highest academic honor conferred
Students who meet
the
on students of business in
scholarship requirements listed
American colleges and univerbelow should complete and return

Academic Requirements for Election
to Beta Gamma Sigma
I. Undergraduates (B.B.A. Majors)
Grade Point Average
1. Graduates who have completed a/l of their
college
credits
at
Baruch:3.4orhigher*
2. Upper Seniors who havecompleted all of
their college credits at Baruch, consisting of
111-128 credits:
3.4 or higher"
3. Lower Seniors who have completed all of
their college credits at Baruch, consisting of
94-110 credits:
3.5 or higher*
4. Upper Juniors who have completed all of
their college credits at Baruch, consisting of
78-93 credits:
3.6 or higher"
5. Transfer Students (undergraduates, and
graduates of the last graduating class) who
have completed at least three semesters at
Baruch (exclusive of summer sessions) and at
least 60 credits at Baruch, with a G.P .A. of
3.5 or higher, and an overall G.P.A. for all
college credits of:
3.5 or higher*
*Grade point averages are calculated on letter grades only. Credits
taken by students which do not have a letter grade (A,B,etc.) will not
be counted in computing the G.P.A. Thus, a student who has
completed 105 credits which include 5 credits ~f P (for Pass) will
have his or her Grade Pointe Average computed on the basis of 100
,
credits.
Graduate Students (MBA and Ph.D.)
1. Graduate students who are candidates for
master's degrees, with the major field of study
in business, and have .satisfied all the'
requirements for the degree except the thesis
course:
3.8 or higher
2. Graduate students who are candidates for .
doctoral degrees, with the major field of study
The following is a list of
students inducted, last semester:
Undergraduates: Carol Andersen, Catherine Andreou, Jane.
C. Aquila, Tova Blatt, Beatrice

P. Bravo, Frances M. Chinn,
Anne Dean, Leonid A. Erlikh,
Judith R. Gold, Nathan Gorin,
Roy Israel, Rahaman Khan, Alex
Kozlowsky, Allen Kwang, Paul

Management Society
by Nadea M. Kad~sen

that we all anticipate with enThose students, who chose to thusiasm.
spend Club Hours on February
All fellow students as well as
26th in the Globus Lounge at the faculty receive a warm welcome
Management Society's Mem- to participate in and experience
bership Baruch,
enjoyed our events which are geared to
our warm hospitality but were' inform and stimulate. So if you
also informed of all the Society's happened to miss our brunch do
events for the duration of the not despair. There will be many
Spring 1981 semester. These· more opportunities to join us
upcoming events promise to be throughout the Spring semester.
the source of great interest and Upcoming events include:
enjoyment to all those who
March
5th-Mr.
Lou
participate.
Morgenier, Director of Campus
The Management Society is Operations of the Society of
confident that this semester will Advancement of Management
be the best yet. As always, it will (S.A.M.). To be held in the
provide students with the op- Globus Lounge.
portunities to participate in
March 12-"Ex-Baruchians
seminars, field t-rips and panel Talk Back," Our traditional
discussions where professionals in panel discussion to be held in the
the management field can keep Oak Lounge.
students '~ware .of current trends
Later in tlte semester a field trip
and advancements in the real is planned to provide first hand
world of business.
exposureto industrial operations
Last semester, the society of a manufacturing organization
sponsored events encom- through guided tou!"s and
passing such topics /as self- discussions with management. In
image in business, job hunting, addition, Holiday
parties,
management opportunities in the Management Society style will be
entertainment industry, and our held. Dates on these and other
banner affair, "Ex-Baruchians special events will be posted in
Talk Back," a traditional event advance. LOOklor them.' '

...

in business,
requirements
dissertation:

Business Quiz

the membership application to
Professor Frederica Rudell,
Secretary of Beta Gamma Sigma
(and Ass is t arit : Professor
Marketing). Beta Gamma Sigma
will hold its election meeting in
April, and elected students will be .
notified by letter. Students elected
in the fall and spring terms will be
formally inducted at the annual
dinner in May.

and have satisfied all
for the degree escept

the
the

'
3.80r higher

Submit this application before March 20, 1981 to Professor Rudell,
Secretary of Beta Gamma Sigma. Applications may be hand
delivered to her office (Room 816, 26th Street building), or
deposited in the appropriate box in the Marketing Department
Office {Room 821), or addressed to her at Box 156 in the central
mailroom at 17 Lexingt-on Ave.
APPUCATION FOR ELECTION TO BETA GAMMA SIGMA
Class level:_UJR _LSR _USR _Grad _MBA~h.D.
Session: _Day -Evening
I hereby apply for membership in Beta Gamma Sigma. I have the
following academic record:
_
1. Credits completed at Baruch (with letter grades),
Grade Point Average
_
2. Credits' completed at Baruch without letter grades (pass/fail
basis)
_
3. Total credits completed at Baruch College
_
Transfer Students Should Also Complete the Following:
1. Credits completed at other college with letter grades,
_
Grade Point A verage.,
_
2. Credits completed at other college without letter grades,
_
_
3. Total credits completed at other colleges,
4. Name(s) of other collegets) attended
Graduate Students Should Also Complete the Following:
1. Undergraduate degree (Degree, School and year)
2. Undergraduate G.P .A.

_

_

* * * *
NAME
. ADDRESS
-=--_ _~Telephone #
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _Soc. Sec.#
Louie,
Fina Ma.
Roland
Masanto, Marguerite Mendola,
Alice M. Mulhall, Joseph M.
Nussbaum, Dianne Pari, Susan
C. Park, Deepak Puri, Rhonda

_
_

_

Rick, Renee Simon, Carole
Tannenbaum, Peter Turai.
M. B.A. Candidate: Martin
Lloyd Seidner.

Intramural Tournament
Schedule

·7

Spring 1981

Tournament
Men's Paddleball Final
2. Women's Paddleball Tournament
Organizational Meeting
3. Table Tennis Doubles
4. Coed Volleyball
5. Women's Tennis Tournament
6. Women's Bodybuilding Clinic
7. Swimming Clinic
8. Swimming Tournament
-9. Men's Foul Shooting
10. Women's Foul Shooting
11. Soccer Tournament
12. Indoor Track Meet
13. Badminton Tournament
14. Club Tug-O-War Contest
15. Dance Contest
16. Men's Superstar Competition
(Superstar T-shirts to all competitors)
17. Women's Superstar Competition .
(Superstar T-Shirts to all competitors)
18. Ms. Baruch 1981 Contest
19. Intramural Photo Contest
19. Mr. CU:NY Bodybuilding

Date
Feb. 5

Deadline

Feb. 19 '
Feb. 19
Feb. 19,26
Mar. 5,12
Feb. 19,26
Mar. 5,12
Feb. 26
Mar. 5
Mar. 12
Mar. 19
Mar. 19
Mar. 23,24.25
(]:<>O-5:45)
Mar. 26
lpr.2
Apr. 9
Apr. 16
Apr. 30

Mar. 20
Mar. 27
Apr. 2
Apr. 6
Apr. 24

Apr. 30

Apr. 24

May 14

Apr. 15
May 18
May 4

Feb. 16
Feb. 12
Feb. 12

Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.

5
16 .
16
18

May 18
(7 P.M.)
20. Intramural Awards Luncheon
May 21
There will 'also be a series' of Distance Races, the details of which
will be announced later: . , " .
-~_.

'. Why not do something special
for others and yourself and join
Circle K? Meetings are during
Club Hours on Thursdays in
Room 1718, 360 P .A.S..
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MAR. 12,13,16

FOUL PLAY
.'

MAR. 19,20,23

SUPERMAN

March 19- St. Patty's Part
STUDENT CENTER
12 : 00-

.'

I

1
l

FREE BEER & ICE CREAM

I

~.

March 11 & 25-- SPIN ART
ALLEY LOUNGE
EVERY TUESDAYS IN ROOM 212
GUITAR WORKSHOP

We meet every Wednesday at 4:00 p.m. in Rm.302 (Student Center)'
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"Apple'tGives a
Concrete- Performance
'by Eva Yee
"Concrete Apple;" turned 4
.North from a quiet, .reserved
'lecture hall into a place full of
frenzy , excitement and ,t()tal
exhilaration. They were here on
Feb. 19, Thursday from -12-2
P.M. to give their tribute to John
Lennon. The event was sponsored
by Campus Affairs and the
'phrase, 'it was a success' would
fit appropriately. The room was
packed on the lower .level as well
as the balcony. By 1 P.M., people
were jamming outside the doors
to listen but were not able to get
in. Although there was still
standing room inside, the doors
were blocked off by a large group
of people who were dancing and
others who -were standing around
and cheering on as each- new song
was performed.
Concrete Apple have performed at Baruch on several
occasions and perhaps you may

"remember them in their performance in Street Fair of 1980.·
The group has been playing
Beatie music together for the past
four years. The four members of
the group consists of: Mario
Casciano, a Baruch student on
rhythm guitar and doing lead
vocals; Mike Gammone on
electric bass guitar and also doing
lead vocals; Dave Roberts on lead
guitar and Rocky Gammone on
druins, both doing background
vocals. All four of them are witty,
bright and were displaying a bit of
it to the audience in between
songs. Their own enthusiasm
while performing and humorous
antics reached out to the audience
and we felt it. Concrete Apple's
performance consisted of Beatie
favorites such as "I Want To
Hold Your Hand," "She Loves
You,", "Twist and Shout," "A
Hard Day's Night," "I Saw Her

Standing There," plus a whole lot
more. They -also performed
material which they wrote'
themselves which were just as well
received. Theywere: "Midtown,"
"Journey Through Tirne ;"
"Money From.Home;" "Waiting
(or Baby," "It Isn't Easy to Say"
and ','No Time to Cry." Of
course, the tribute wouldn't have
been complete without John
Lennon's recent number one hit,
"Starting Over." This song
brought on some personal
emotions for the group as well as
the audience and for reasons I'm
sure I will not have to get into. It
was very moving to see a standing
ovation throughout tile number
and there were a few who lit
lighters in remembrance.
"Starting Over" was performed
again as an encore and again the
standing ovation and cheering
was present. "Imagine" also

e ...
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Elevator Trouble?
Walk It!

e

by. Debbie Jurek
/'
Spring 1981. promises to be
colorful, whimsical, and buoyant.
Fashions offer. something new
and exciting for all tastes. '
Whimsical and new are the
differentt variations on slacks.
This season, no one can call them
as boring! There are harem pants
which billow down the leg and
snuggle at the ankle. For those
who are the owners of a great set
of calves, this spring provides the
opportunity to really make the
most of them! Jodphurs, peddIepushers and knickers barely clear
the knees, leaving plenty of leg
showing.
To give this look its best advantage, invest in plenty of
flamboyantly colored and patterned stockings. Don't be surprised iat seeing an invasion orfuschia calves in yellow pumps!
The new length of pants are tricky
when it comes to buying shoes.
Just remember the lower the heel,
the safer you'll be in dressing
proportionately.
Buoyant and exciting are the,
positively outrageous fashion
themes of Spring. There's a safari
look complete with camouflage
pattern, and the Marine look with
navy and white sailor suit. Forthe
real trend-setter, the look won't
be complete .until you fit the
proper hat with the outfit. Straw
safari hats or jaunty sailor caps,
you'll be tres chic!
Suits, have been carried into a
new dimension-as matching
./ bermuda shorts and blouses.

Members of Concrete Apple, recent performers at Baruch
touched a soft spot in our hearts
hall once again. The group
and drew another ovation.
disbanded at 2 and on behalf of
Concrete Apple and Campus
The concert lasted apAffairs, I would like to apologize
proximately two hours and over
Professor Reichman for
30 songs were performed.
disrupting his 2 P.M. class.
Due
to
the
overly high spirits of Concrete
On a personal note, I was
honored to have the privilege to
Apple, . and the audience, the
introduce .Concrete Apple and I
group played their last cone more
am
very proud to have handled
song' which stretched to 2, 3, 4,
the publicity aspect of this un-etc. The audience wanted more
forgettable performance. In closing,
and started chanting, 'one more'
and although Concrete Apple was
would like to think, "For where
more than happy to oblige their
there is hope, John's spirit and
requests, time was not on our side
music shall always be among us."
'for it was time for 4 North to
become a quiet. reserved lecture

Bold, floral patterns in an array
of colors are so stylishly stunning!
Plan to see them turning up in'
discos throughout the city;
t

only are they attractive, but
deliciously cool to dance in.
The standard suit has been
. renovated into a polished,
seasonal style in lightweig~t and
softly hued material: Linen, as in
every spring, is the most popular
fabric. Colors range from subtle
beiges to shimmering lilacs.
The peasant look is also
making a comeback this spring in
delightful billowy skirts and offthe-shoulder blousons. Sheerest
muslin in vivid shades give this
fashion an utterly charming and
oh-so-daintily feminine appeal.
Spring's dresses are exquisitely
cut in sleek and feline styles.
Everything is proportionate, from
color to accessories.
. Windbreakers, warm weather's
favorite cover-up, come in a
profusion of colors from bright
turquoise to palest peach. They're
not only adorable, but practical
against the slight chills of Spring.
Don't forget to add a raincoat
to your shopping list! April's
showers will be all-too-soon upon
us. Stick to the basic trench, as it
is ageless and ever-stylish..
March 21 st is the official
beginning of Spring. It's the
"season of hope and rebirth., out
with the old and in with the new!
Gone are winter's heavy, cumbersome clothing for another
eight months, and here to stay are
lightweight, easy-going fashions
that are not only fabulous' looking, but fantastically fun to
wear!

by Michael Star
When you think about the
adversities of Baruch College,
many things undoutedly come to
mind. Baruch's impersonal atmosphere, our celebrated campus, and" those obnoxious people
who hang out in the 10th floor
cafeteria. The list could probably
go on and on, but one undisputable hassle is the elevators!
After ~aiting on a fifty yard
line for the elevator in the 360
building on P.A.S., or waiting for
ten minutes (at least) for an
elevator in the 23rd street
building, _you are then finally
crunched into a packed car.
If you're lucky enough you will
make it to your destination
unharmed~ Unfortunately, many
of us exit the sardine can with a
broken rib (Have you ever been in
the back of a crowded elevator?),
or with our lunches rising to our
mouths!
One day last week I was late for
my music class on the 12th floor.
Instead of becoming later for the
class by waiting for those clean,
modem, and wonderful elevators,
I decided to run to my class. Sure,
by the time I _got up to the 10th
floor I was half-dead, but luckily
I fantisized that I was Bill
Rodgers on his last mile before
the fmish line. I proceeded up and
tumbled across the. coveted finish
line, which. unfortunately,
happened to be my angry music
teacher and an interrupted class.

Nevert~'just

fantastic.
It was similar to the feeling you
get after a rigorous athletic
workout. Ever since, I've given
up those fun-filled elevator rides
and started walking up to and
down from all my classes. Not
only does it save time, but it also
keeps me in good shape, which is
difficult to do during these cold
winter months.
So come on all you
"Statesman" out there, I know
you're a'U sick and tired of the
elevator situation. Instead of
complaining about it, do
something about it! If you
haven't already been walking to
I your classes, GET WITH IT!
There has got to be a little"Jock"
(and I don't mean itch) in all of
us. Just ask yourself WHY the
hell not! and when you cannot
come up with a better reason than
that you'll collapse on the 14th
floor, go for it. Walk to that
English class on the 3rd floor!
Run to that gym class on the .~~th
floor! Walk to your Acc. class on
the seventh floor! Build up your
appetite for that deliciou~?)Jood
on the 10th floor cafeteria.by
walking up to it. Walk to' 'that
boring hisJ.ory class on the 16th
floor. Y-oU-ve got nothing to lose
(except your breath)' and time,
fun, and better health to gain.
From the profound words of the
rock band "Devo;" "WALK IT,
WALK IT GOOD."
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It's Elvis We
Trust, Not Rush
organ and bass riffs thrown in
"Moving Pictures" (Polygram) haphazardly. As disheveled as
is basically a mixed bag of songs "Tom Sawyer" sounds, the
which goes from listenable to musicians are playing well, if only
dismal. This inconsistency is as individuals. That is the
rather unfortunate because the . problem, it seems, on the album;
t he musicians sound as though
-trio Rush does have a great deal
of talent. Maybe they're just t hey are in competition.
I'm sure •'Moving Pictures"
targeting themselves at the market
segment of younger teenagers will go platinum. and I'm sure
who are usually seen with the Rush will again sell out the
name Rush emblazoned on their Palladium. Jimi Hendrix founded
cut-off dungaree jackets and t he "Heavy Metal" sound, Led
vests. This. unfortunately. is Zeppelin applied it to Blues and
Rush: What Ma·rket are they aiming at?
where Rush and their "Heavy refined it. Rush unfortunately is
not doing anything at all with it.
each. and still remains as
My negative criticism stops
Metall " counterparts are headed.
and
if
they
did
improve
it,
they
resourceful and innovative as here. Elvis gets out of New Wave
One track on the album,
"YYZ,"
may be considered would find their audience before. "Trust" is a strange and experiments with other types
album to describe. Side one is of music. "From a Whisper to a
hyped-up . power thrusting. growing to include those who are
extremely mediocre. On some Scream" is pure rock. "Shot
heavy-metal music. but for those past puberty.
tracks on this side, Elvis' singing With His Own Gun" is done in
of us who don't wear Kiss butElvis Costello is truly a musical just slurs and it's impossible to 1940's cabaret style with only a
tons. its just plain noise, We
know Kiss has no musical talent. phenomenon; he brought the understand a thing the man is piano back-up. and the most
popularity of Britain's "New singing about.
unusual variation here is "Difbut Rush has talent. This is inWave"
music to the U.S.,
dicated by "Tom S~wyer'" that
managed to put out three new ,..
is. if Rush would just calm down
and play the song as a single song albums in the course of a year with
and frol as punches of varying
no less t han fifteen tracks on
by Jay Schwartz

.*.

ferent Finger" which .carries
Nashville overtones. The
strangest thing is that Elvis
handles these different music
genres extremely well. It sounds
as though Elvis is at home with all
of them. Some credit, of course,
should go to producer Nick Lowe
who does an amiable job.
....

"The (Ho-Hum) Howling"

The British
Are Coming!
b~'

Paul Golden
All of the bands to be reviewed
this week hail from the British
Isles and have found greater
acceptance over there than here in
Yankdom. Each of the four
groups has quite a different sound
and yet theres a quality that puts
them in the same club. They're
vall had huge success in their
native England and have yet to
break it big here. perhaps because
they're so typically English. All
four are highly enjoyable. though
not always pleasant. and they are
all worth a spin!
Adam and the 4nLS. "Kings of the
Wild Frontier" (Epic)-Adam
Ant and his merry band of rogues
have plundered three top ten
singles in Britain (no small feat)
with their theme song "Antmusic" currently riding high atop
the charts. "Antmusic" is the self
proclaimed description of their
Apache and Nahvaho (Indian)
war chants fused with nononsense Rock 'n' Roll. Adam
sounds like David Bowie circa
Ziggy Stardust. but the Antman
has a deliciously harder edge" The
Ants show a good sense of humor
by letting the "Lawrence of
Arabia theme slip midway into
Feed Me to the Lions" and a
high spirited pirate swagger into
Jolly Roger. ,. Antrnusic grows
on you,

disc goes for), IS the Clash's
eq ui v ilant to the White Album.
Joe Strummer and company
dabble in a bit of ev erything
ranging from r evo lut ionarv
guerilla pleas in "Washington
Bullets" to the dead pan gospel
tune "The Sound of Sinners."
This years great white rapping
record "The Magnificent Seven"
far outclasses Blondies "Rapture' . and deserves to be heard on
the dance floor. Plenty of
var iet y- Rock-ri- R 01 I.
Disco,
Funk, reggae-makes 'Sandani st a '
the
entertainment
package deal of 1981 .

DeX.\."5
Mi dn i g h t
Runners,
"Searching for the Young Soul
Rebels"
(E\11
Am e r i cavCap i t o l l-e-L'v e
always
hated Southside Johnny Lyon but
loved his backup horn bnad, the
Asbury Jukes. The problem was
not enough Jukes, too much
Southside. Along come Birmingham's Dexys to take the title
of "Worlds Greatest Brass and
Roll Band" and what a knockout
punch. The Dexys have rhorns
galore-pumping like a steam
engine and as subtle as a symphony
orchestra. Hailed as "Northern
Soul, " the Dexys cook with gas on
cuts like "Burn It Down,"
•'Geno' and •"Seven Days Too
Long." Their sound is typified by
layered, rich horn segments
The azsh. "Sandanista" (Epic) supported by a rock solid rhythm
.This new triple record. set, priced section. Not at all bad.
as a double album (their last
double album cost what a single
H

44

44

.
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bv Dawn Rodriguez
Hollywood never ceases to
amaze me. Their endless parade
of hoky melodrama horror
movies fill the screen week after
week with plots so thin you can
see right through them before
they're eve n halfway told.
Whatever happened to good old
fashioned thrillers where you
would literally be at the- edge of
your seat 'till the end of the
show: We l l.
The HOlding
continues to leave this' question
unanswered.
Plotwise, The Howling is. at
best, predictable and a low-keyed
drama. The story, adapted from
the novel by Gary Brander. sets
out to examine the legends behind
the supposed existe-nce . of
werewolves and how they sustain
themselves in modern society.
Actress Dee Wallace plays news
reporter Karen White who
unknowingly falls into a trap to
g et
her into the den of
werewolves. She sets out to cover
a news story about a crazed killer
and ends up voluntarily being
used as bait for his capture. When
she does confront killer Eddie
Quist, face to face. the police
move in and~.un him down-or
so they tlfnk. Moving right
along. Karen goes a little crazy
herself after this assignment and.
along with her husband. is sent to
a retreat up in the hills of
California by psychiatrist Dr.
George Waggner played by
Patrick Macnee (remember the
Avengers"). It is here that Karen
gets her chance t~ "unwind" with
some very strange company, all of
whom are potential werewolves in
the disguise of human forms just
waiting to get a nip out of Karen's

. Belinda Balaski in a terrif~'ing moment in "The Howling."
I

_

lily white neck ami make her "one
of the gang."
Two other characters, who are
Karen's buddies from the
newsroom. Terry and Chris.
played by Belinda Balaski and
Dennis Dugan, sta.rt getting
suspicious when Karen caBs them
up telling them ihar her husband
has just been bitten by a wolf. The
plot thickens! Nerenheless. Terry
comes up to the retreat to comfort
her friend and doesn't find the
people too hospitable. Back
home, Chris is reading up .on
werewolf history and what it
takes to get rid of them. Fire. and
silver bullets seem to be the only
way to extinguish werewolves, so
Chris stacks up on the bullets,
grabs a rifle and heads on over to
werewol f territory.

I would tell you the end but
why spoil the fun of letting you
guess for yourself what happened? As far as the scenery is
concerned, it's just as typical as
the plot is. Foggy forests. eerie
music. and cornball acting do not
do too much for this picture.
However. there is a bright spot in
this otherwise ordinary film. The
special make-up effects designed
by Rob Bottin deserve a special
mention in their attempt at
creatively simulating {he transformation from human to
werewolf. Other than this, there is
nothing very unique about this
movie.
I f you intend to go and see The
Howling you may find yourself
howling for your money back
instead.
.
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Another View of Vietnam

(iregory Hines and Juditl! Jamison star in "Sophisticated Ladies."

Ellington's.· .
"Ladies"
by Bill

Dudley
What can yon say about a show
that "lives"? That it's sensational? Wellpolished? Deserves
to ru.n for years? Indeed, that is
how one feels ,after seeing
"Sophisticated Ladies"-a Duke
.
.
Ellington review which opened
last week at the Lunt-Fontanne.
Mr. Ellington was in a class all
by himself, and "Ladies" pays a
fitting tribute to him. The greatest
asset in the show comes In the
mane of Gregory Hines. Mr.
Hines is a superb showman; he,
too, is in a class, by himself. He is
the performer so rare to find these
days, who utilizes all his energies
to making sure that his audience
is entertained. He dances with
finesse, grace and split-second
precision.

piano keyboard. Each "lady".
represents a song. After the
overture; this '~picture" becomes
transparent and we encounter a
20 piece orchestra in the true bigband fashion. For each number
afterwards, there was a series of
.neon lights . stating '4THE

by John Rizzo
Sti// Life, .a one act play written portrayal of the abused, alcoholic
Throughout the 9O-minute
and directed by Emily Mann, is wife, is. at times, touching.
production the three characters sit
another production which exbehindalong table at centerstage,
Like Cheryl, Nadine is also an
-ploits the Vietnam War at a
blurting out answers to unheard
indirect victim of the war. She
profit. Unlike. The Deer Hunter talks of Mark's artistic ability,
questions. 'This, unorganized
and Coming Home. which are and convinces him to take up
format only succeeds in losing a
both compelling; classic movies,
majority
of the audience quickly.
photography as a hobby.
Still Life is a complete bore.
There is as little movement in Still
Claiming to know everything
. A documentation of a story as
Life, as there is in a still life
about Mark, she feels his antold to Emily Mann in the tisocial behavior is due entirely to
painting. Too, perhaps, is the
summer of 1978, Still Life tries to the war,
main fault of the production.
remain true-to-life. The play deals
with the effects which the Vietnam War has had on Mark, a
Marine veteran; Cheryl, his
alcoholic wife and Nadine,
Mark's mistress. They are played,
respectively, by John Spencer,
Mary McDonnell and Timothy
Near.
In his role as Mark, John
Spencer does a remarkable job in
making his lines sound as though
they came from actual experience
rather than from a script. Mark
has fought many battles in the
jungles of Vietnam, -but the more'
difficult ones come after the war.
He has had problems with
alcoholism and drug addiction, .,..
and occasionally likes to beat his
wife. He talks mostly of the war,
and of his dead buddies.
Mark has an extreme love for
children. At one point in the play,
he shows slides of Vietnamese
children, explaining how many of
. these youngsters were wired with
bombs and instructed to kill.~,
American soldiers. The hatred
and violence Mar k encountered -in
Vietnam has caued him to be a
walking time bomb.
Cheryl, Mark's wife, is an
indirect victim of the Vietnam
War, and talks mostly of Mark
and his sexual habits. MeDonnell's acting is not as John Spellcer of. "Still Life" speakS while images of Vietnam are Daslled
dramatic as Spencerjs, yet her on a bacql'ound screen.

COTTON CLUB," "LE JAZZ
HOT," and so on. These lights as
well as some special effects
smoke, gives the production a
very glossed-over, tinsel wrapped,
and packaged look. It all seems
much too commercial. Ellington's
songs most certainly hold enough
weight on their own' to captivate
an audience, and these effects are
not necessary.
I couldn't help but think of
another show which revued the
works of a black composer,
"Ain't
Misbehavin' ", which was
His co-star, Judith Jamison
continuedfrom page 1, column 3·
should not be left unnoticed.
a tribute to the late Fats Waller. It
carried.in a plastic pouch attached
. Director of Security, Richard
Judith is a tall, slender, and is performed on a practically bare
.
to
the
student's
outer
garment
by
Dillon, said that the system would
rather beautiful powerhouse of stage, and the whole production
metallic
clip.
Modifications
are
a
be initially "tested on a single
talent, with a powerful, bellowing is full of warmth and
estimated at thrity five cents per
floor basis,"
if accepted.
voice, She is a most valuable asset poignancy. One could actually
unit.
to this almost perfect production.
feel Waller's presence in. the
Mind you, I said almost. There theatre. As if that giant of a man
are a few details which the cast was giving his audience a bear
and director Donald McKayle hug. In "Ladies.Ydespite the fact
have to work out. The dancing is that a gigantic photo of Duke
Ian Dury and tire Blockheads, "Laughter" is the band's third
a good example. Although, for Ellington was placed on the stage,
"Laughter"-(StiffIColumbia)- - effort and finds the Blockheads in
the most part,. much of the one could not feel his presence.
Ian's a funny guy though it is not a stylistically similar. vein.
danciag was well-polished, there
But despite these problems.. the
"Superman's Big Sister" opens
so easy to tell because of his thick
were several instances when, in a show is well done, and sheds some
the
album with a lush string
East
London
accent.
The
line, some of the dancers were off light on this rather dismal season.
Blockheads career has always orchestration and a bouncy disco
base with their timing. By A SPecial note of recognition
been
problematic,
finding beat; "F·-king Ada" closes it
themselves each dancer was should be given to Willa Kim
England quite receptive to, and with the Blckkhead's version of
excellent and their steps ac- whose furry, feathery costumes
America quite bewildered with, the "Hey Jude" big ending. In
complished, but as a group illuminated the Lunt-Fontanne
Dury's Cockney music hall between, "Laughter" is filled
several messed up on that split- . theatre.
humor blended with exquisite with laughs, a high light being the
second accuracy which is essential
It would be fitting to close this
funk musiciansh.ip. Although Cockney hoe-down "Dance of the
review with a
quote of
in go<i!omusical theatre. never a hit, the song "Sex & Crackpots.' , Success seems to
Another problem arises with Ellington's: "Music is my
Drugs & Rock & Roll" from the have taken its toll on -Dury. On
the scenery. At first, we are mistress, and she plays second
first
album .became the youth "Delusions of Grandeur," Ian
dazzled by a glittering pale blue fiddle to' no one"-the "ladies"
slogan and "Hit Me With Your moans, " I'm just another
velvety picture of Duke Ellington in this show are ,beth
Rhythm Stick" did indeed prove pathetic pop star." Not so Ian!
in tie and tails, escorting a group sophisticated and beautiful, every
to be a world- -wide saccess. . Keep it coming!
of "sophistialted-Iadies~'--downa - .one of them.

-..,..
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Security. Meeting

British Invasion

Utilizing this "phasing in
period, " would allow for the
detection and solution of initial
adjustment problems.
There was also meaningful
input from the floor. Suggestions
included the appointment of
student security monitors to
complement guards and to improve rapport between students
and the security system.
There was a virtual deadlock as
to whether or not incidences of
crime in the college should be
published
in
the
student
newspapers. However, it was the
unanimous view of all, that the
papers should provide the vehicle
for a survey to obtain student
response to this issue.
The meeting ended with a
charge to. the audience by Dean
Wilson, to obtain the reactions of
their group members. These
reactions will be considered at
another meeting scheduled for the
near future.

----.
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Published Py the OffICe of Student Activities
Monday, March 16, 1981
9:05 - 11:00 pm
12:30 -

1:30 pm

5:30 pm

12th Fl.

N.Y. Cornet Esemble
Music Department

23rd St.

Comedy Hour
SoC.P.B.

Oak Lounge
Student Center

Film:"Superman"
S.C.P.B.

Oak Lounge
Student Center

I
•

Tuesdav. March 17. 1981
Gui tar V;orkshop
S.C.PoB.

Oak Lounge
Student Center

Concert: "The Pss e u d o s "
S.C.PoB.

Oak Lounge
Student Center

Purim Part "
Jewish Cou~cil;Hillel

Globus Lounge
360 P.A.S.

Arnis:Martial Arts
S.C.P.B.

Oak Lounge
Student Center

12:30 - 2:00 pm

How to start Small
Business Class 1983/
S.C.P.B.

Oak Lounge
Student Center

4:00 pm

Meeting
S.C.P.B.

11:30 - 12:30 pm

4:30 -

7:30 pm

;'; 30 pm

Wednesday, March 18, 1981

Rm.

302

Student Center

Thursday_ March 19, 1981
11:30 - 2:30 pm
12'00 -

2'00 pm

Film
India in

Rm.
~ew

York

Speakers
B.S.O.

302

Student Center
Oak Lounge
Student Center

12:00 - 2:00 pm

Seminar:Resume Writing
Advertising Society

Rm. 826
26th ST.

12:00 - 3:00 pm

Annual Championship
Chess Club

Rm. 302
Student Center

5:30 pm

Film: "Foul Play"
S.C.P.B.

Oak Lou ge
Student Center

12:30 - 2:00 pm

Statistics & Computers
Computer & Quantitat~ve

Globus ~unge
360 P.A.S.

Film: "Foul Play"
S.C.P.B.

24"th S"t.

~

DII. . . ~ ....... QIfta

Friday, March 20, 1981
1:00 & 3:00 pm
6:00
L-

10:00 pm

"Starting your own
- Business": ASPA

~-----------------------

Hm. 114

Lounge
Studen"t Cen.ter

oak

~_~..;.~
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STATESMEN
* SPORTS *
Baruch Bounces John Jay; 60-55
by Pamela Smith
. Guerrera was told. to keep the
Baruch managed to skate by ball when John Jay refused- to
John Jay in the opening rounds of come out of the zone and .there , .
the CUNY finals by a score of 60- was close to five minutes of ball .
55, with Gerald Taylor and Roger . passing.
Miller leading in scoring, 16 and
Steve Haughton then called
15 points respectively.
time out. At the bench, Levine
"It was a very close game," told his men to look for last shots.
said Jacob Bonitto. "There was a
With only a few seconds left,
slight chance that Baruch might Taylor got the ball but turned it
have lost the game," he said.
over to John Jay, who took it up
John Jay dominated most of court and scored.
the game. But Baruch battled
Haughton, Miller and John
back during the last ten minutes.
Panousopoulos led-the team in
Strategically, Coach Levine rebounding. Haughton played
tried to make John Jay play a approximately
40
minutes
man to man game. He told Jacob without rest, while Levine used
Guerrera to hold the ball out and only a seven man crew. /
to use time so the Bloodhounds
Although
the
Statesmen
would be forced to play one on managed to pull out the victory,
one.
defensively and of.fensively they
John Jay's coach refused to had trouble.
play man to man because he felt
But thankfully, John Jay's
that would cost them the game. Bloodhounds lacked the power
Therefore, his team stayed in a and depth needed to overtake the
zone position.
Statesmen.

The Score: 20-5 & A Promising Future
by Ernest G. Fagan
On Friday, February 27, the
most successful season in Baruch
basketballhistory came to an-end.
The Knights of Queens College
had crushed our title hopes with a
91-87 victory in the CUNY
semifinals. Ironically, however.
the loss may have symbolized a
new beginning for Baruch
basketball.
Some people thought the team
had failed because they didn't win
the championship. Baruch will
have to wait until next year, but at
least next year holds hope. Here
are the signs that show why, for
the first time our basketball team
was a winner.
The Record: Let's not forget
that Baruch finished 20-5, (.800)
the best record in the city. Seton
Hall isn't that good, nor is
Columbia or Fordham. Ditto
Ohio State, Marquette, or NCAA
defending champ Louisville.
Now, back to reality. Sure Baruch
isn't of Division I or II caliber,

but they don't remember all the
but a 20-5 record is good in any
losses Baruch has had over the
league. Besides, 'there was a time
years. The 10-13, 6-15, and 9-14
when it took Baruch two years to
seasons are behind us now. Not
win twenty games.
only have we been cleansed of the
The Coach: Baruch finished the
stench of past defeats; Baruch has
1979-80 season at 8- 15. While
gained Some respect. This year
critics of the tearn were calling for
Baruch was favored in both of
Julian Levine's scalp, President
their playoff games. We had two
Segall awarded him with a new
players on the CUNY All-star
contract. Obviously the Administration recognized the need -team, lst team Gerald Taylor,
2nd team Roger Miller. We have
for stable leadership to make
Baruch a winner. From 8-15 to . talent, a good coach, and a deep
bench. That's why the future
20-5, Baruch is no soft spot on the
looks sogood.
CUNY schedule. Some coaches
The Fans: As the victories piled
just play with the talent available.
up,
the support grew. More
Julian Levine. coaches, guides,
students than ever had a genuine
recruits, and wins. Luring Jeff
interest in the team's progress.
Morgan from Chicago and
Some bet, (and won), playing as
keeping him here is proof of
much as $100 to $150. Even the
Levine's commitment to Baruch.
For the first time, Baruchians
Administration got into the act,
supplying buses tothe games.
can look forward to the next
But in three and a half years at
basketball season with sincere
Baruch, never have I seen school
anticipation, rather than with
blind optimism. Maybe freshmen
spirit so aroused at the final
Queens
game. Over 75
cannot understand why we are.
Baruchians yelled, screamed,
being so courteous to the team,

Pete's Quiz

Arnis

continued/rom page J~, column 5
in Business .Management. He is
currently on the Board of
Directors
of the
Al umni
Association.
Greg appeared on the Joe
Franklin show January 7th, and
will be appearing again sometime
in the future.· He is also the
producer and host of his own
thirteen week series on Cable
T .V. The show Will be a course in
health and self-protection. On the

show, Greg will use Baruch
students to demonstrate the
application 'of his art. He will
have competition on the program
too. Greg invites anyone and
everyone to join his art. Greg.
says, "In the Phillip-pines and
Indonesia we try to walk with an
open mind by sharing our
knowledge
and
welcoming
anyone into our art. "

ANSWERS:
1. John L. Sullivan in 1889.
2. Ingemar Johansson 1959 to

1960.
3. JalDes J. Corbet.
4. James J. Corbett, Janies J.
Jeffri~,

James J. Braddock and
JamesJ. TUDney.
5. Robert Fitsimmons' 1887 to
1889 from England, Tommy
Bums 1906 to 1908 from CaDada,
Max
melilll1938 to 1932 from
lily and I~emar JoIaaDSSOD
1959 tc. 1960 'rom S,,*n•.

stomped and shouted for our
team. Dean Wilson and D.S.S.G.
V.P. Ella Hull led cheers. In
anticipation of victory, we had
our own championship banner.
c'GO BARUCH, NO. I" it read,
4' I 980..81
CUNY DIVISION
CHAMPS." It was more than an
old bedsheet and spray paint, it
was for our team. It was paraded
around the Queens gym, right in
the face of the enemy.
We made ourselves heard. One
section of a huge gym, our 75
against 500 Queens partisans. We
cheered every Baruch basket, and
every Knight's mistake. The chant
of "BA-RUCH, BA-RUCH"
bounced off the ceiling. Even
when the team was down by 13,
the noise continued. "BC, BC"
and "DE-FENSE, DE:'FENSE."
We were proud of our school,
proud to wear a Baruch jacket, or
wear a Baruch shirt. It wasn't like
rooting for a local pro team. We
don't know the Knicks or Nets.
Our team was different. They

rode the same crowded elevators
we did.' They went through
registration just like we did. We
knew these guys!
We never gave up until the end.
We yelled when we were down by
five with a minute left. We yelled
when we were down by six with
twenty seconds left. And only
when the clock ran out, did we
stop.
The Players: Baruch has finally
grasped the team concept, A sense
of togetherness, along with talent
had fashioned our 20-5 season.
Everyone worked, and everyone
gave. Jacob Guerra, Cliff
Marshall, and Peter Martin all
contributed to the same cause; to
WID.

If Baruch continues their
winning ways, maybe more
students will support them next
year with attendance at home
games. Until ·then, we can look
back on a (jne season and look
forward to revenge on Queens.

.r

"Women's Fencing"
Dr Elias Flores

The Women's Fencing Team
lias been doing remarkably well
this year in comparison to their
predecessors . in past seasons.
Although beginning slowly with
several losses they've improved
considerably, boosting their
record to 8-7. At this- point
.tbey've come a lo~g way from an

almost new team to a winning one
With good prospects for the rest
of the season.
Much of the credit goes to the
efforts of coach Francisco Martin
along with the hard work and
dedication the ladies have put into
their fencing.
Recent wins include a total blitz
over Queensbore (13-3), Hostra
(l()..6)1Uld Brooklyn (13-3).
.
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Statesmen Stopped at Semis
by Pamela Smith
The dream held by the entire Baruch College community,
that the Statesmen would become CUNY champs, died last
Friday when Queens College upset Baruch, defeating them

91-87.
"It was a disheartening loss," said one spectator after the
game, held at Queens College.
The problems began in the first quarter. The Statesmen
failed to demonstrate that power and aggressiveness needed
to overtake the Knights. They also played with only eight
men, three of them having been debarred or put on probation
for scholatic reasons.
when the ball is touching or in
Offensively, the team played between the rim," said Miller.
fairly well. But throughout the "This ball was far from the
game Baruch lacked an effective outside of the rim," he said
defense, failing to block shots and somberly-.
the Knights took advantage of the
At halftime their inadequate
situation.
playing was evident when Queens
The rebounding was also poor_took charge of a foul-troubled
Jeff Morgan, 6'3" ranked high Baruch and enjoyed a twelve
on the CUNY rebounding list, point lead, 51-39.
along with John Panousopoulos,
The Knights at one time held a
6 ' 5", failed to come up with the
13 point lead, the largest in the
ball after Queens' men took game, the score, 58-45.
shots, therefore enabling the
With help from Gerald Taylor,
Knights to rebound many of their leading scorer for Baruch with 24,
missed shots. At times Queens Miller and Steve Haughton, the
was able to make three or four Statesmen began their comeback,
attempts at one basket, finally evening the score 76-76 with 6:21
succeeding.
left to play.
"I admit I played poorly," said
Another problem the team
Morgan. "I know I am capable of
seemed to have is that they looked
doing much better," he said.
for Taylor too often. Queens
noticing this began carefully
guarding
Taylor.
Many of the players and
Marshall with two baskets
members of the crowd believed
that the officials made several bad made the score 81-80. But the
Knights put on the power and
calls against Baruch.
"I think the refs took the game took advantage of the clock
from us," said Roger Miller, who whose numbers were running
along with Cli ff Marshall scored down rapidly, diminishing the
chance for Baruch to regain the
18.
Miller was called for basket lead.
Jacob Bonitto, who replaced a
interference when he chased a ball
debarred Charles Dudley, did not
shot by one of Queens' men.
•'That call should only be made receive much playing time. It is
~"
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S. Haughton (21) scores.for Baruch at CUNY Tourney. (Photo by J. Yu)
questionable as to why Coach
Levine refused to play him, even
in the dying moments of the
Queens game. However, Bonitto
will not return next year and it is
possible he may have been helpful
to the needy Statesmen.
And so, the Statesmen's nme

game winning streak was
snapped. Nevertheless" their
outstanding record, 20-5, is the
best ever held in the team's
history. Next year appears to be
promising with the return and
maturity of Morgan, Taylor,
Miller, Martin and the rest.

..

Coach Levine ,who almost
miraculously revived a team he
had previously coached for two
years, did an excellent Job with
the 1980/81 Statesmen. All are
lookiing forward to his return and
continued success for the upcoming, promising season.

.. .
'

Martial Arts Practiced at Baruch

·Arnis Cub at PraCtiCe (Pboto by James Yu)
by Peter T. Barricella
Have you ever watched a Bruce
Lee movie and said, Wow, I wish

I could do that?
Well, go to see Greg AIland,
and he will tell you uthat in

Martial Arts nothing is impossible." Greg says, "Marital
Arts develops discipline, selfcontrol and self-confidence. By
building these traits an individual
can accomplish more for himself.
There are no failures in Martial
Arts only post-ponrnents. Practice
shows the way." Greg goes on to
say; "In terms of Martial Arts we
don't talk about fighting or
defense. What we talk about is the
scientifics of what Martial Arts is.
For example: In Physics, we use
leverage; in Anatomy, we must
understand how the body functions; in Psychology, we must
understand why the position; in
Mathematics we must understand
peed and. timing. On the other
side of the coin, we also must deal
with humanities. Because Martial
Arts didn't come from some
country, it
comes
from
somebody's brain. We must
understand the history, culture,
and philosophy to appreciate the'
scientific aspect of Martial Arts. "

What does Greg AI/and do at
Baruch?
Greg is a voluntary instructor
of Baruch College's Arnis and
Pencak Silat club, a club he
started at Baruch last semester.
The club meets every Tuesday
from 5:30 to 7:30 in the Oak
Lounge, in the. Student Center,
137 East 22nd Street. Its sponsored by S.C.P.B. (Student
Center Program Board). t
What is Arnis and Pencak

suai:
Arnis is the use of two sticks
with a knife attached between
them. Arnis is taught by Greg and
Arnis master, from the Philippines, Tuhon Gaje Jr. Arnis grew
from the basic understanding of
the first primitive weapons of
man the stick and the stone.
Pencak Silat is an art that came .
about in the hills of Indonesia.
The people used it as a defense
against wild animals. Indonesian
master Suraydi Jafri will teach
this art in tbe club. He is the only

master instructor of this art in
America.
Greg has been studying Arnis
for six years. In the Playboy
Invitational, Greg finished second
in the Arnis weapon team
cornpetiti on. He also took third in
Arnis competition in the Palarong
Tournament.. Greg is Deputy
Commissioner of the National
Arnis 'Association of the
Philippines. He is· Executive
Director of Arnis - in America
Association. Greg has received
outstanding awards from the
Philippine Government and from
the Auxiliary Police Benevolent
Association. There are over fivehundred students that study under
him including policemen and
popular news casters.
Why did Greg choose Baruch to
teach his art?
"The reason why I caine to
Baruch," says Greg, "is because
I was a student here. " Greg
graduated in_1976~ with a degree
continued on page 15, col. 1

